
BUSINESS MOMENTUM

THROUGH INTELLIGENT
AND RESPONSIVE CHANGE.



OUR PHILOSOPHY

We believe organisations should be run
with strategic clarity and ongoing momentum,
providing results that meet your desired view.



As data analytics and technology continues to reshape the global economy, and as everyday 
business becomes ever more complex, determining more pro�table trajectories while 
removing subjective bias can be an overwhelming task. We work hand-in-glove with C-suite 
Executives to �nd e�ciencies, streamline processes and identify opportunities to provide 
their businesses with a new cutting edge. Solutions that are action-focused and steered 
towards momentum.

FRAMING THE FUTURE
OF YOUR BUSINESS.

20%
IMPROVEMENT
AVERAGE
In operational e�ciency

100+
YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE
Across big sector industries

MULTI-
DISCIPLINARY
SKILLS
Within an eco-system
of experts



PRIME YOUR
ORGANISATION

FOR TOMORROW.
Strategy &
Operations

Process
Optimisation

Organisational
Design

Machine Learning &
Arti�cial Intelligence

Transaction
Advisory

Cybersecurity
Solutions

Commercial &
Contract Management



Our agile team of specialists have sat in executive 
C-Suite roles and understand the frustrations that arise 
from perceived limited options within daily business.

We focus on helping you navigate this increasing 
complexity on a day-to-day basis. Whether it is 
optimising performance, adopting new technology or 
developing a competitive strategy, our greatest 
motivation is to bring you peace of mind through 
positive outcomes.

All we do for your business is geared towards
moving the organisation forward.



OUR
PRACTICE
AREAS

As experts in the �eld, allow us to
collaborate with you on bringing your
vision of success to life.

ADVISORY
Advice you can use, for every
aspect of your business.

DIGITAL
Navigate your digital transformation
journey competitively.

ANALYTICS
Drill down into the details
of your business and the market.



EAS ADVISORY ADVISORY

With over 100 years of experience within globally recognised advisory �rms, 
we’ve seen what it takes to successfully advise  businesses both large and small. 
From the �nancial services sector to media, telecoms, mining and energy, our 
expertise transcends categories. But true success is built on trust.

That’s why we strive to work with our clients through every step
of the process, as a partner, to reach your goals and unlock your business’ hidden 
potential and opportunities.

OUR AREAS OF EXPERTISE INCLUDE:

• Strategy Development and Execution
• Continuous Improvement
• Mergers and Acquisitions
• Transaction Advisory
• Commercial and Contract Management
• Organisational Design
• Implementation and Programme Management
• Procurement Excellence and Supply Management



DIGITALEAS DIGITAL
Digital transformation is a journey through an ever-shifting landscape. It’s tricky, 
but with EAS by your side you can leverage the power of digital to empower your 
employees to perform, drive operational e�ciency and remain compliant 
through visibility.

With an extensive network of technology experts and partners,
we identify, assess, and implement the correct solution to enable your “digital 
everywhere” transformation strategy.

OUR AREAS OF EXPERTISE INCLUDE:

• Digital Strategy Development and Planning
• Digitisation of Core Operational Process
• Process Optimisation
• Analytical Tools for Data-Driven Results
• Digitisation of the Workplace and Customer Experience
• Cybersecurity Solutions
• Bespoke application development to facilitate unique
 business requirements



ANALYTICSEAS ANALYTICS
EAS Analytics combines traditional business consulting with expertise in data 
analytics, research and consumer insights to
help transform your business. Specialising in disruptive innovation 
methodologies paired with data analytics, we can help you better serve your 
consumers and markets to build greater value for
your business.

Through a global-pioneered perspective, we’ve helped organisations save 
millions in costs, discovered new sources of growth and harnessed the rich data 
of history to look into the future. Allow EAS to unlock the hidden value in your 
data assets. 

OUR AREAS OF EXPERTISE INCLUDE:

• Predictive Analytics
• Machine Learning & Arti�cial Intelligence
• Data Management and Engineering
• Business Intelligence Reporting



OUR FIRM
EAS combines disruptive innovation methodologies together with data and 
analytics, machine learning and experience across multiple sectors to get your 
business future-�t and �ourishing.

We are thinkers and doers with extensive delivery track records across industries. 
Using our extensive experience we o�er a unique fusion of skills, knowledge, 
products, partners and methodologies
to deliver to you at speed.
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THE EAS EDGE

ENGAGE DEVELOP GO ENRICH
Meet with your core 
team to understand 
your business’ real 
needs, challenges and 
expectations.

Create a business case 
that re�ects market 
view, capabilities and 
the potential of your 
business.

Clarify the priorities, 
agree to an 
implementation plan 
and execute, together.

Through ongoing 
measurement and 
reporting, we ensure 
new levels
of success.



Allow EAS to guide you
and set your business into motion.

Contact one of our directors for more information.

Nathan Pillay: nathan.p@envisionas.com
Kurt Roelandt: kurt.r@envisionas.com

envisionas.com

Measured on
action and results

Agility to move
at your pace

Customised
excellence

Backed by
an eco-system
of strong partners


